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Introduction

(Original rule in french. Worst traduction ever, thou filthy grammar Inquisitors!)

D’Estoc et de Taille is a rule intended for 28mm minatures or more, telling the 
fights and brilliant action between a fistful of foot Kinghts and their men at 
arms. The wounds are located and a fighter can loose an arm or a leg. Each strike 
received has implications on morale, attack and defense.

There's no bows or crossbows in this rule: those ar weapons for cowards.

Necessary material

A game surface of about 60cm by 60cm
One to five miniature for each player
Some scenery reminding the medieval times, a ruler using Inch
A character sheet for each miniature (peasants excepted)
A pencil and an eraser
20 sided dice (D20) for Attack Tests
6 sided custom dice for Wounds localisation
6 sided custom dice for the Might (tables on p.11, if you don't have custom 
dices)

Miniatures and Basing

Figures should be equipped with the weapon used. Bases can be square or 
round, mixed shapes and sizes. Nobles will preferably use metal miniatures, the 
beggars would  content of vulgar plastic miniatures.
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Terrains

Woods, rocky terrain or bushes, rivers, stairs etc. are Difficult Terrain. The move 
are halfed in those terrain features.

Characters

Characters are divided into four classes, having only one Valour each, expressing 
capabilities for Attack (Att) and Defense (Def), a base Movement (Mov). Knights 
have an additional statistic: le Nom (the Name), indicating Fame and Renown. 
Att et Def valour will change through, according to the wounds.

• Knights, Valour 12. They are coated with suits of armor, well trained and often 
equipped with Heavy Weapons. Start valour of le Nom is 4.

• Sergeants, Valour 10. They have more or less complete armor and are well 
equipped, they can have Heavy Weapons.

• Soldiers, Valour 8. Light armour in the best case, base training, armed with 
spears or one handed swords.

• Beggars, Valour 6. No armour, not trained, poorly equipped. Armed with spears, 
forks and other blunt weapons. Beggars don't have Heavy Weapons. Only one 
succesful Attack is enough to incapacitate a Beggar, they therefore do not have 
a character sheet.

The base Mouvement (Mov) is 6" for everybody.
Statistics are written on the Character Sheet. (The character sheet is written in 
french, the old diplomatic language at the time) 
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Game Turn

1 Initiative
2 Activation: the player with the initiative active a model that moves and   
 fight.
3 Activation: second player active a model that moves and fight.
4 When all models have been activated, go to 1.

1 Initiative
Each player roll a D20, the lowest result win the initiative. Equality are rolled 
again.

2 Activation
Activated model can move up to the distance "Mov " written on his character 
sheet, taking into account the difficult terrain. 
If the model is found adjacent to an opposing figure, a Combat may then 
engage.

Movements

A model can move up to 6", from which is subtracted an inch for each wound 
received on the legs.
 
Exemple: a figure with two wounds to his right leg and one wound on the left leg 
will move only three inches (base Mov 6", minus 3 wounds = 3").

A model in contact with an opponent is free to break the fight and go away on 
his activation.
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Combat

Weapons
Spears and the like (halberds, vouge etc.) are the weapon's choice of the soldiers. 
The Defense (Def) of models with spears increase by 1 (to be written on the 
character sheet). This rule does not apply to the Beggars.

Heavy Weapons (two handed) allow to inflict considerable damage on a Critical 
Success (page 9) during an attack test: we apply for these weapons the following 
rules:
• Two handed Swords and Axes can cause an amputation: Arms, Legs, - Epic 
Wound; amputation on: Head - Epic Death
• Maces and two handed Warhammers crush: Head - Epic Death.
• Spears eviscerate: Torso - Epic Death.

The Fight

The activated model is the Attacker, the other model is the Defender.
If the Defender is a Knight, the Attacker must pass a test of le "Nom" (p. 8)
The Attacker must pass a D20 test against his own "Att". The result should be 
equal to or less than the "Att" value. A result of "1" is a Critical Success.
 
1- Attack Test

- "Att" test successful: Defender must pass a "Def" test. If the Defender passed 
the test, the weapon passes has no effect.
 If the "Def" test is failed, the Attacker roll for the Localisation test (p. 8).
- "Att" test failed: Defender may try to retaliate and pass  an "Att" test.
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2 - Location Test

The Location dice is rolled to define what part of the corp is affected, then the 
Might dice indicating the number of wounds received. You check the boxes 
for each wounds on the Character Sheet: the affected limb AND the gauge of 
Courage.

When all of part boxes are checked on a limb, the additional damages on this 
part are not counted, but only added to the gauge of Courage.

A Location test touching an amputated limb is rolled again.

3 - Test of le Nom

The Attacker roll a D20 and compare the result with le Nom of the Defender
Upper result: The Attacker can fight.
Equal or lower result: The Attacker is intimidated by the reputation of the Knight 
and can not attack this turn.

Wounds

Each box checked on a limb causes a decline in value of 1 point on the 
corresponding statistic. The locations Head and Torso are simultaneously 
lowering the values of "Att" and "Def". An Amputee member will halve the 
corresponding starting value.
 
Checking the last box on the Head or the Torso causes the retirement of the 
model, which is removed from the game.

Exemple: Two boxes checked on the right Arm will lower the "Att" of 2 points. 
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Un Sergent (valeur 10) ayant déjà subi une case de dégâts au Bras Gauche (Def 
à 9) se fait Amputer ce bras. Il n’aura plus que 5 en "Def".
A Knight (value 12) will therefore have no more than 10  in Attack.
A Soldier (value 8) who underwent 1 damage to the Torso will see its value "Att" 
down to 7 and its value "Def" down to 7.
A model who have three boxes of damage on both legs can no longer move.
A Sergeant (Value 10) who have had a wound on the Left Arm (Def 9) loose his 
arm on a Critical hit. He will have only 5 in "Def".

Critical Success

A Critical Success is obtained when the Attacker has a result of "1" on his Attack 
test. The Defender don't roll his Defense test in this case, and the Attacker roll 
the Location dice. The Might dice is not rolled, damages are always of 3.

An Attacker equipped with a Heavy Weapon causes Epic damage to the affected 
limb: Amputation of Member, Crushing of Head. Refer to Arms Chapter (p. 7) for 
it. The visual effect of such an attack causes a shock as all the models belonging 
to the victim camp, and located within 6", must check a box on their gauge of 
Courage.

Courage and Déroute (Rout)

Nobody likes to take shots, the Knights are no exception to this rule. Courage 
gauge increases for each point of the Might dice received. As soon as the box 
«Rout» is checked, the character no longer has the courage to fight, and flees. A 
defeated character must move all its movement toward the nearest table edge 
and can not get in contact with an opponent. A character cannot do an Attack, 
but can Defend only.
Soldiers and Beggars fight only if they're led by Knights or Sergeants, the game is 
lost as soon as they are no longer Knights or Sergeants.
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Le Nom

Le Nom of the Knight is very important. Medieval songs the Brilliant action of 
knights, and the opponents will be less likely to attack a knight enjoying a high 
reputation.

Knights have a starting value of 4 for le Nom.
Le Nom's value increase by 1 point for each Haut Fait d'Arme (Brilliant action):
- "Kill" an opponent.
- Roll a  "3" with the Might dice.
- Roll a Critical Succsess and inflict Epic damages.

A Knight who goes on Rout is a coward, so it’s normal that he immediately lose 
all its points of le Name.

Great and Glorious Tales

Models that survive will have their Brilliant Actions (Hauts Faits d'Arme) written 
on their Character Sheet, and fight in another game.
Wounds heal between two games, but not the amputated limbs. Wound boxes 
are cleared, and the "Att" and "Def" value is restored accordingly. A model with 
an amputated limb definitively lose the corresponding value points.
A model "killed" can not obviously come back in the next game (at least under 
the same name).
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Location of Wounds
1 Torso
2 Right Leg
� Left Arm
4 Right Arm
5 Left Leg
6 Head

Might
1 1
2 1
� 1
4 1
5 2
6 �

Location and Might Table

If you absolutely refuse to scratchbuild a custom dice.

And now a little french lesson: The words Senestre and Dextre are old french for 
Left and Right. Déroute is Rout, le Nom is the Name. Arme is Weapon and Hauts 
Faits d'Arme is Deeds of Arms.

Dice customisation: Stickers for "Blank Dice" of 19mm, dimension 14,3mm. 
Print at 100%.
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